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Personal Year = 1 Life Path = 8 Attitude = 4    Birthday = 2 

Destiny = 3 Soul Urge = 1  Personality = 11/2    Power Name = 9  

Intensity Number = 9 

 

Hello Robby! ...and welcome to your Numerology Report! ...Above you'll see 

your Numerology Chart, with all of your Numbers. This way you can see 

them all at a glance. It's useful to look at it as a Whole this way.... 
 

As you can see, you have a couple of “9s”, Philanthropy & Completion, and 

“1’s”, The Self, Leadership. 

 

I like to take a look at what’s missing, as well as what is there. You are 

missing “5, 6 & 7”, but you have “6’s” in your Name, so It’s mostly “5’s” and 

“7’s” …This is fine. It’s just worth taking a quick look at…. 

 

So “5” is Adventure and “7” is Deep-Thinking & Spirituality… I would just 

suggest looking for ways to implement this more in your Life. Looking for 

opportunities to be more “adventurous”, as well as putting more thought 

into some areas, and looking for ways to connect “spiritually”. 

 

This could be as simple as spending some alone-time daily, creating a ritual, 

or practicing Yoga or Martial Arts…. 

 

Continued.... 



 

So, I like to start off with the World Year Number (sometimes called the 

Universal Year), which is not part of your Chart, but everyone on the planet 

is under the influence of. 

 

We are currently in a World Year of 6  – A return to Balance & Harmony, 

after the Chaos of 5. But, more importantly, we are about to move into a 

New Year. 2023 will be a World Year of 7!  

 

Seven is a magical and spiritual year! In a World Year of 7, we all feel drawn 

to connect with our spirituality, and our antenna is up where our intuition is 

concerned. We may find ourselves venturing out attending workshops, and 

finding people who are like minded.  

If there is research to be done, this is the year. What about that genealogy 

project you have thought about or researching something you dreamed of? 

In a 7 year we often live in our heads a bit too much and need personal 

space.  

Just don’t hermit in too long and once you’ve had your space, get back into 

the game. Find time to listen to music, take walks in nature and being near 

water can be very comforting and healing. 7 is a magical and mystical 

number; there is mystery in the air this year!  

In addition to the World Year Number, each of us is somewhere in our 9-

Year Personal Year Cycle ...2022 was a Personal Year of 1 for you! ...New 

Beginnings! …But more importantly, you are about to move into a Personal 

Year of 2!  

Before we take a look at your upcoming Personal Year of 2, however, let’s 

get the rest of Your Numbers out of the way…. 

Your Life Path Number is 8! ...Arguably the most important Number in your 

Chart, The Life Path is derived from your full Birth Date. I liken it to the Sun 

Sign, in Astrology.  

 

Continued... 



 

EIGHTS do not feel safe unless they have found a way to establish financial 

security. It is difficult for the 8s to take advice. When they make a choice, 

they must feel it is their decision, NOT SOMEONE ELSES. As a result, they do 

tend to learn the hard way.  

8s are very honest and by being so blunt, they unintentionally hurt feelings. 

Although they can sometimes appear insensitive, what is going on inside 

them is the exact opposite. They do feel deeply about everything that goes 

on in their lives.  

Your Attitude Number is 4! ...Derived from your Month and Day of Birth, the 

4 Attitude is a list keeper. They can be very quiet; you don't know what 

they're thinking. They're keeping track of all that's happening. You might 

find them surrounded by nature, or doing any form of repair, or 

construction.  

The 4 Attitude teaches all of us. They become an expert at their skill and 

teach us how to do it. They definitely will play devil's advocate: they make 

you see all sides. That's their Attitude Number.  

Your Birth Day Number is 2! ...Obviously your Day of Birth, this number 

represents the moon. People born on the 2nd 11th 20th and 29th are 

governed by this number. They appear as someone who can see both sides 

of every question.  

They are happy to follow and work well in groups. They usually don't carve 

the spotlight but are inspirational to others. They are often psychically 

gifted, and don't be surprised when people ask you for that kind of advice.  

2 Birthdays are gentle, imaginative, artistic, romantic, but oversensitive, 

despondent, and often melancholy if not in happy surroundings. Number 2 

people should guard against being restless, unsettled, lack of continuity in 

their plans and ideas and lack of self-confidence.  

Your Destiny Number is a 3! ...This Number comes from your Full Name at 

Birth.  

 

Continued... 



 

Before you leave the planet, your destiny is to motivate and uplift people. 

You are the communicator and can often be found as a motivational 

speaker, and actor, or writer. On another level you could be striving to make 

people more beautiful as a cosmetologist, clothing designer, or interior 

designer.  

You always need to make things better and you succeed at this in a 

wonderful way. Be careful that in your need to counsel and heal you do not 

pick partners and friends who lead you into depression. Maintain your own 

equilibrium and balance. You are a joy to others; learn to control your 

emotions so you can also be a joy to yourself....  

Your Soul-Urge Number is 1! ...This is derived from the Vowels in your Birth 

Name.  

My 1 soul is fulfilled when I have a personal victory or feel I have just won 

some sort of competition. When I feel I am #1 at what I do, and I am treated 

with respect. When I have the courage to just be me and feel completely 

accepted. 

Personality Number 11/2. The Personality Number comes from the 

Consonants in your Birth Name. Personality Number 2's appear as someone 

who is the peacemaker, the born mediator. You do best in partnerships. You 

must watch being oversensitive, and learn to establish boundaries, for you 

are a person that appears to be the perfect friend, and some would take 

advantage of this.  

You feel incomplete alone, and even avoids the spotlight, seeking 

companionship above all. This Number favors marriage and business 

alliances. Your innate fairness and sincerity give you a good chance of 

succeeding at both.  

Your Personality Number also includes the Master Illuminator Number 11. 

This an opportunity for a higher-calling. They are here to teach the rest of 

us....  

 

Continued... 



 

Your Power Name Number is 9! ...This Number is derived from the Name  

you are most commonly known by now. Unlike your Date of Birth and Birth 

Name, which cannot be changed, we have control over the Power Name. 

Some folks even completely change their Name, such as when Reginald 

Kenneth Dwight became Elton John! 

The Power Name Number 9 has a palpable energy. People see it when they 

meet you, and you have the ability to help others. The Number 9 is the 

Number of completion. You have tremendous intuition and insight about 

Life, so much so that you intimidate others. For this reason, you must be 

careful not to say anything might sound superior, however unintentionally.  

Let go of old family matters. The 9 can either live in resentment of their 

original family or feel too responsible for them. The 9 must embrace some 

sort of spirituality to maintain true serenity. Take time to explore this 

dimension of your Life. You have a lot of power, and it is to the 9's credit 

that most of you use it wisely and are a real force for good in the world. 

Your Intensity Number is a 9! ...This Number is sometimes trickly to 

calculate, but generally refers to the Number that appears within your Birth 

Name the most. 

The 9 is charitable and cares deeply for people. They have a strong sense of 

wanting to go places. They should travel, look at the World, keep a journal, 

write their thoughts down and let go of old pain from their past. When they 

need assistance, they need to ask for it. The 9 Intensity should not resist 

leadership positions. They are very good at being in charge.  

Now that we’ve taken a look at all of the Numbers in your Chart, let’s take a 

look at what’s in store for you in 2023! You will be going into a Personal 

Year of 2!  

Choose what you love and cultivate harmony in your life, home and 

relationships! A good year to bring in new relationships or spice up current 

ones.  

 

Continued... 



 

Your psychic sense and intuition is your ally this year. It’s a year of keeping 

your balance and you might find yourself assisting mediating or negotiating 

a situation as you can be a good listener.  

Keep a gratitude journal and write 5 things to be grateful for each day. 

Sometimes you can feel a bit more sensitive in a 2 year, clingy, and co-

dependent. Fall in love with yourself this year and above all, listen to your 

intuition.  

WOW! That was amazing! I hope you enjoyed your Report as much as I did 

creating it! Some of what shows up in your Chart/Report may not seem “like 

you”. This usually means the individual is working that particular energy in 

the opposite, like swimming upstream! This is natural. Most of us do this, 

and this is an opportunity to switch directions and follow the Flow… 

...There's a lot of Information there, so if you have a question about 

something, just shoot me a message through my Page at: 

 

Dax.TheTarotGuild.com 

 

Bright Blessings, 

~ Dax 🤠 ☕ 💜 


